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Meanwhile Aaliya back from Australia to study and Abhi asks Prabha marries Aaliya who is determined a year ago but Prabha
confesses that she falls in love.

Anyone who is angry with this action creates Prabha out of the house Soon Ammu and Prabha came in love.. A Suresh love
Ammu Prague sister tells us the story of Rockstar Abhishek Prem who cares for three people his sister Aaliya his great mother
and his best friend Prabha.
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Sarala sees alliance for her daughter Praghya to break up because of Ammu Fantastic Beasts And Where To Find Them Movie
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 Sarah with her two daughters Praghya and Ammu run a marriage hall and meet their expenses. Dean Martin Slot Machine
Online Free
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Praghya marriage to Suresh was established but later torn by Praghya herself after she came to know the truth that Suresh loves
Ammu and not her.. Praghya refuses to marry Abhi when she had a bitterness difference with Abhi in the past but because of
the health of her mother.. Abhi and Tanu also agreed that Aaliya and Trio send Prabha to his hometown and marry.. Abhi loves
supermodel Named Tanu Who is Aaliya Best Friend Ammu ends the Prabha office and basically Ammu thinks that Prabha
flirter with girls but later understand that the girls were Abhasa fans treated with Prabha.. The murder takes place and the
morning after the wedding tells trio praghya that they did this to take revenge on her Prabha rejeced aaliya and loved her.. Pragh
is shocked and surprised Praghya only support is Abhis grandmother Aaliya decides to take revenge on Prabha and suggest a
plan that her brother Abhi will marry Pr Aghya as Aaliya believes Prabha love Praghya and proves that Praghya is only after
money and not on Prabha true love so that Aaliya can marry Prabha and after they can send Praghya out and her brother can
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